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a b s t r a c t

The parameter reconstruction of strong-scattering media is a challenge for conventional full waveform
inversion (FWI). Direct envelope inversion (DEI) is an effective method for large-scale and strong-
scattering structures imaging without the need of low-frequency seismic data. However, the current
DEI methods are all based on the acoustic approximation. Whereas, in real cases, seismic records are the
combined effects of the subsurface multi-parameters. Therefore, the study of DEI in elastic media is
necessary for the accurate inversion of strong-scattering structures, such as salt domes. In this paper, we
propose an elastic direct envelope inversion (EDEI) method based on wave mode decomposition. We
define the objective function of EDEI using multi-component seismic data and derive its gradient
formulation. To reduce the coupling effects of multi-parameters, we introduce the wave mode decom-
position method into the gradient calculation of EDEI. The update of Vp is primarily the contributions of
decomposed P-waves. Two approaches on Vs gradient calculation are proposed, i.e. using the petro-
physical relation and wave mode decomposition method. Finally, we test the proposed method on a
layered salt model and the SEG/EAGE salt model. The results show that the proposed EDEI method can
reconstruct reliable large-scale Vp and Vs models of strong-scattering salt structures. The successive
elastic FWI can obtain high-precision inversion results of the strong-scattering salt model. The proposed
method also has a good anti-noise performance in the moderate noise level.
© 2022 The Authors. Publishing services by Elsevier B.V. on behalf of KeAi Communications Co. Ltd. This
is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/

4.0/).
1. Introduction

Full waveform inversion (FWI) is a high-accuracy seismic ve-
locity imaging method. Different from conventional travel time
tomography method, it simultaneously utilizes the travel-time,
amplitude and phase information of the observed seismic wave-
forms (Tarantola, 1984; Virieux and Operto, 2009; Zhang et al.,
2021). In recent years, people try to use FWI to build high-
precision parameter models of the strong-scattering media, such
as salt domes, encountered in real exploration (Ravaut et al., 2008;
Lewis et al., 2012; Vigh et al., 2019). The high-accuracy model
building of strong-scattering media can improve the imaging
hang), hanliguo@jlu.edu.cn
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quality of strong scatters and its shielding areas. However, as the
conventional FWI method is based on the Born approximation
(Tarantola, 1984), it is difficult to reconstruct the large-scale and
strong-scattering structures in the absence of low-frequency
seismic data.

To reconstruct the strong-scattering media using the FWI
workflow, the earliest proposed method is the Laplace domain
waveform inversion method (Shin and Cha, 2008, 2009). The Lap-
lace transform of wavefield can be used to invert the large-scale
structures of the strong-scattering salt bodies in the absence of
low-frequency observed data components. Lewis et al. (2012)
introduce the level-set approach into the FWI workflow to invert
the large-scale and strong-scattering salt geometry. This approach
is then developed bymany researchers, who extended the level-set
FWI to 3D and elastic media (Guo and de Hoop, 2013; Lewis and
Vigh, 2016; Wu and Dorn, 2018). FWI with total variation
constraint can also help to reconstruct the sharp boundaries and
the internal velocity of the salt bodies (Esser et al., 2015). Other
mmunications Co. Ltd. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license
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researchers further modify the algorithm of total variation
constraint FWI to enhance the quality of strong-scattering salt
reconstruction (Esser et al., 2016; Peters and Herrmann, 2017; Yong
et al., 2018). Some researchers also try to reconstruct the velocity of
strong scatters using the deep learning method. Yang and Ma
(2019), and Zhang and Lin (2020) predict the shape of strong-
scattering salt structures directly from the original seismic data
using the deep convolutional neural network. Gao et al. (2020)
adopt the deep autoencoder convolutional neural network to
reduce the model parameters and then build the long-wavelength
velocity of the strong-scattering salt bodies using the stochastic
FWI method. There are also some researches reconstructing the
strong scatters by compensating the losing long-wavelength in-
formation using some special low-wavenumber retrieving based
FWI methods (Wang et al., 2019; Chen and Chen, 2019).

Direct envelope inversion (DEI) is also an effective method for
large-scale and strong-scattering velocity reconstruction without
the need of low-frequency seismic data and any prior information,
and it has relatively high calculation efficiency (Wu and Chen, 2017,
2018; Chen et al., 2019). Different from the conventional envelope
inversion method (Chi et al., 2014; Wu et al., 2014; Zhang et al.,
2019; Liu et al., 2020), the DEI method avoids the use of the chain
rule during the gradient derivation. With the help of the direct
envelope Fr�echet derivative, the low-frequency envelope residual
can be mapped directly to the large-scale and strong velocity per-
turbations. Chen et al. (2018a) introduce the wavefield decompo-
sition method into DEI and propose a reflection DEI method, which
can enhance the inversion quality of the subsalt areas. Zhang et al.
(2018) derive a new expression of the envelope data based on the
modulation signal model and mitigate the source wavelet depen-
dence of the DEI method. Chen et al. (2018b) add polarity infor-
mation of the envelope data into DEI process, which can further
improve the accuracy of strong-scattering salt and subsalt velocity
reconstruction. Hu et al. (2019) integrate the envelope and
instantaneous phase information in time-frequency domain to
conduct DEI and effectively enhance the inversion result of the salt
and subsalt area. Luo et al. (2020) propose an angle-domain DEI
method which can invert both the velocity and density of the
strong-scattering salt model under the acoustic approximation.
Chen et al. (2020) extend the idea of DEI and reconstruct full-band
seismic data and high-accuracy salt velocity model with the help of
signed envelope information. Luo et al. (2021) conducted some
tests using envelope Fr�echet derivative in elastic FWI, but the
decoupling of multiparameter effects needs further study. In real
cases, seismic waves can generate strong converted waves at strong
velocity contrast interfaces (Rivera et al., 2019). Therefore, the study
of multi-parameter reconstruction of strong-scattering media and
the extension of DEI to elastic media are very necessary.

In this paper, we propose an elastic direct envelope inversion
(EDEI) method based on wave mode decomposition. Firstly, we
define the objective function of EDEI and derive its gradient
formulation. Then we provide the calculation approaches of the
elastic envelope field and introduce the wave mode decomposition
method into the calculation of the Vp and Vs update. Finally, we test
the proposed method on a layered salt model and the SEG/EAGE
salt model.
2. Review of acoustic full waveform inversion, conventional
envelope inversion and direct envelope inversion

2.1. Acoustic full waveform inversion (FWI)

The objective function of conventional FWI in acoustic case can
be written as (Tarantola, 1984)
2047
s1 ¼ 1
2

X
sr

ðT
0

�
dsynðtÞ � dobsðtÞ

�2dt; (1)

where dsyn and dobs denote the synthetic and observed data,
respectively; sr denotes all the source and receiver position; t de-
notes time; T denotes total recording time length.

The derivative of s1 with respect to velocity can be calculated as

vs1
vv

¼
X
sr

ðT
0

�
dsynðtÞ � dobsðtÞ

� vdsynðtÞ
vv

dt; (2)

where vdsynðtÞ
vv is the sensitivity kernel (the Fr�echet derivative) of the

acoustic FWI. The direct calculation of the Fr�echet derivative is al-
ways unbearable, so the adjoint state method is proposed to pri-
marily reduce computation, which requires only one additional
forward modeling (Plessix, 2006; Wang et al., 2019).

2.2. Conventional envelope inversion (EI)

The problem of FWI is that it may suffer the famous “cycle-
skipping” problem if seismic data lacks low-frequency information
since low-frequency data always corresponds to the long-
wavelength components of the subsurface media (Zhang et al.,
2017, 2020; Yao et al., 2020). To overcome the problem caused by
low-frequency absence, Wu et al. (2014) propose to take full
advantage of the ultra-low frequency information of the envelope
data, which is proved to contain the intrinsic long-wavelength re-
sponses of the subsurface media. The objective function of the
conventional EI can be written as (Chi et al., 2014; Wu et al., 2014)

s2 ¼ 1
2

X
sr

ðT
0

�
EsynðtÞ � EobsðtÞ

�2dt; (3)

where EsynðtÞ and EobsðtÞ denote the synthetic and observed en-
velope data, respectively. We can also use the n-th power of the
envelope data to form the objective function.

The derivative of s2 with respect to velocity can be written as
(Wu et al., 2014)

vs2
vv

¼
X
sr

ðT
0

"
DEdsyn
Esyn

�H

(
DEdHsyn
Esyn

)#
vdsynðtÞ

vv
dt; (4)

where DE is the envelope data residual, Hf,g denotes Hilbert
transform, dHsyn denotes the Hilbert transform of the synthetic data.
The derivation of Eq. (4) uses the chain rule, so it has the same
Fr�echet derivative with FWI.

2.3. Direct envelope inversion (DEI)

As we know, the conventional FWI theory is based on the weak
scattering approximation, which requires small-scale and weak
parameter perturbation (Wu and Zheng, 2014). Pratt et al. (1998)
pointed out that the virtual sources will be highly local, approxi-
mating point sources for the point collocation scheme, which
means we ignore the mutual interaction of parameters. From the
derivation of the adjoint-state method from the perturbation the-
ory (Plessix, 2006), we can clearly see that by only considering the
first order Fr�echet derivative, the simple expression of the gradient
can be easily obtained. In Born approximation, high-order terms in
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the Born series are neglected, which means we ignore interactions
between different parameter perturbations (multiple scattering),
leading to a single scattering approximation (linear approximation,
small-scale and weak perturbation approximation). For strong and
large volume perturbations, the interactions between perturba-
tions are not negligible, so that the linear Fr�echet derivative will
produce large errors in predicting the model perturbations (Wu
and Zheng, 2014; Wu, 2020).

In the study of this paper, we mainly pay attention to the
inversion of complex media with large salt structures. It is
explained by Wu (2020) that “in large strong-contrast media, such
as salt structures, the strong reflection signals are from boundary
scattering”, and this “strong-contrast and large-body scattering”
can be treated as strong-scattering. In our studies, we pay attention
to both large scale and strong contrast scattering, which is the
“strong scattering” case in this paper. In general, we assume we
only know the background parameter distributions at the begin-
ning of inversion. Therefore, in strong scattering media inversion,
the most important thing is to handle large-scale and strong
parameter perturbations. The waveform Fr�echet derivative will
have problems when dealing with the strong-scattering cases since
it neglects the high-order terms of the nonlinear partial derivative
(Wu and Zheng, 2014; Wu and Chen, 2018; Zhang et al., 2018). To
overcome this problem using the ultra-low frequency information
contains in the envelope data, the direct envelope Fr�echet deriva-
tive and the direct envelope inversion is proposed based on the
energy scattering theory (Wu and Chen, 2017, 2018; Wu, 1985). The
objective function of the acoustic DEI is

s3 ¼ 1
2

X
sr

ðT
0

�
EsynðtÞ � EobsðtÞ

�2dt; (5)

where EsynðtÞ and EobsðtÞ denote the synthetic and observed en-
velope data, respectively; sr denotes all the source and receiver
position; t denotes time; T denotes total recording time length. The
derivative of s3 with respect to velocity v is

vs3
vv

¼
X
sr

ðT
0

�
EsynðtÞ � EobsðtÞ

� vEsynðtÞ
vv

dt; (6)

where EsynðtÞ � EobsðtÞ denotes envelope data residual, which is the

adjoint source of DEI; vEsynðtÞ
vv denotes the direct envelope sensitivity

kernel (the direct envelope Fr�echet derivative). Eq. (6) can be
written in a matrix-vector form as

vs3
vv

¼
�
vEsyn
vv

�T�
Esyn � Eobs

�
; (7)

where ðÞT denotes transpose operator. The Fr�echet derivative of
acoustic DEI is defined as (Wu and Chen, 2018)

FE ¼ vEsyn
vv

¼ GeQ e; (8)

where Ge is the envelope Green's operator, and Q e is the envelope
virtual source operator. For strong-scattering case, the virtual
source operator is (Wu and Chen, 2018)

Qeðx; x0
; tÞ ¼ 1

v0ðx0 Þgeðx
0
; t; xsÞdðx� x

0 Þ; (9)

where v0ðx0Þ denotes background velocity, ge denotes the envelope
2048
Green's operator. In the DEI method, the chain rule is not used, so
the envelope data residual is directly mapped to the strong-
scattering velocity perturbation. Therefore, the ultra-low fre-
quency information contained in the envelope data residual can be
directly used to reconstruct the large-scale components of the ve-
locity perturbation (Wu, 2020).

The current DEI methods are all based on acoustic media. We
can reconstruct reliable Vp of the subsurface media using the
recorded P-wave data. However, in real cases, seismic records are
the combined effects of multi-parameters, so there will be both P-
waves and S-waves in the observed data. Since seismic waves al-
ways generate strong convertedwaves at strong contrast interfaces,
it is necessary to consider elastic parameters in the strong-
scattering media inversion. Fig. 1 shows a comparison of seismic
records in the acoustic and elastic strong-scattering cases. Fig. 1a is
the pressure data recorded in acoustic media. Fig. 1b is the recorded
z-component displacement in elastic media. We can see that the
information in the elastic records is muchmore abundant than that
in the acoustic records. We conduct wave mode decomposition
during the forward modeling on elastic media and obtain the
decomposed P-wave and S-wave records of z-component
displacement, which are shown in Fig. 1c and d, respectively. The
decoupling method is shown in the later section 3.2. We can see
that Fig. 1c is similar to Fig. 1a in waveform shape, but there are
converted P-waves recorded in Fig. 1c, such as the waveform
denoted by red arrow. Since we use a P-wave source for forward
modeling, the S-waves recorded in Fig. 1d are all converted S-
waves, which are not appeared in Fig. 1a. Therefore, to adapt the
condition in real cases, it is necessary to consider the elastic pa-
rameters in the strong-scattering structures inversion.
3. Elastic direct envelope inversion (EDEI) based on wave
mode decomposition

3.1. The objective function and the gradient formulation

To consider the converted wave information during the inver-
sion process and reconstruct the multiparameter structures of the
subsurface media, elastic full waveform inversion (EFWI) was
proposed (Tarantola, 1986; Mora, 1987). Different from acoustic
FWI, the EFWI construct the objective function using multicom-
ponent seismic data and can simultaneously invert high-precision
l, m and r. The gradient of EFWI can also be calculated using the
adjoint-state method (Plessix, 2006). The gradient formula of Vp
and Vs can be derived from the gradient of l and m using the chain
rule. As the development of computing power, the research on
methodology and application of EFWI has greatly increased in
recent years (Oh et al., 2018; Wu et al., 2021). Some strategies were
proposed to improve the robustness of the EFWI process, such as
source-independent approach (Zhang et al., 2016), wave mode
decomposition strategy (Ren and Liu, 2016), regularization algo-
rithm (Zhang et al., 2018), local cross-correlation method (Zhang
and Alkhalifah, 2019), etc. The EFWI method also has the problem
of initial model dependence. Similar with acoustic FWI, if seismic
data lacks low-frequency information, it is difficult for EFWI to
build high-quality strong-scattering structures. Based on the idea of
EFWI, we can extend the acoustic DEI method to elastic media. The
objective function for the EDEI can be defined as

s4 ¼ 1
2

X
sr

ðT
0

h
EisynðtÞ � EiobsðtÞ

i2
dt; (10)

where EisynðtÞ and EiobsðtÞ denote the i-th component of the



Fig. 1. Comparison of seismic records in the acoustic and elastic strong-scattering cases. (a) is the seismic records in the acoustic case; (b) is the z-component seismic records in the
elastic case; (c) is the decomposed z-component P-wave records; (d) is the decomposed z-component S-wave records.
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synthetic and observed envelope data, respectively; sr denotes all
the source and receiver position; t denotes time; T denotes total
recording time length. The derivative of s4 to the elastic parameter
m is

vs4
vm

¼
X
sr

ðT
0

h
EisynðtÞ � EiobsðtÞ

i vEisyn
vm

dt; (11)
2049
wherem denotes the Lame constant l and m,
vEi

syn
vm denotes the direct

envelope Fr�echet derivative of the EDEI, which maps the elastic
parameter perturbations directly to the multi-component elastic
envelope data perturbations. The establishment of EDEI theory is
more complicated than in acoustic medium. As the first step to
promote the further development of EDEI method, we try to ach-
ieve EDEI from the perspective of wavefield decomposition.
Detailed derivation and implementation about this idea will be
discussed in the subsequent sections.
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3.2. Elastic wave mode decomposition and envelope field
calculation

Parameter coupling is a common problem for multi-parameter
inversion. Since seismic waves may generate strong converted
waves in the strong-scattering media, the multi-parameter
coupling effects are especially serious in these cases. In the EFWI,
an efficient parameter decoupling method is to combine the EFWI
workflow with the wave mode decomposition method based on
the radiation pattern analysis of scattering wavefields (Ren and Liu,
2016; Wang and Cheng, 2017; Qu et al., 2018). To enhance the
decoupling effects of EDEI, we propose to introduce the wavemode
decomposition method into the EDEI.

According to the Helmholtz theorem, the displacement vector of
the P- and S-wave in the heterogeneous isotropic media can be
calculated by (Tang and McMechan, 2018)

v2up

vt2
¼ 1

r
fV½ðlþ 2mÞV,u � g; (12)

v2us

vt2
¼ �1

r
½V� ðmV� uÞ �: (13)

where up denotes the displacement vector of P-waves, us denotes
the displacement vector of S-waves, u denotes the displacement
vector of recorded elastic waves, V denotes gradient operator, V,
denotes divergence operator, V� denotes rotation operator, and r

denotes density.
To facilitate the calculation, the equivalent form of Eqs. (12) and

(13) expressed using stress components can be written as

sp ¼
"
spxx spxz
spzx spzz

#
¼ ðlþ 2mÞ

2
6664
�
vux
vx

þ vuz
vz

�
0

0
�
vux
vx

þ vuz
vz

�
3
7775;

(14)

ss ¼
"
ssxx ssxz
sszx sszz

#
¼ m

2
6664
0

�
vuz
vx

� vux
vz

�
�
vux
vz

� vuz
vx

�
0

3
7775; (15)

where s denotes stress components; the subscripts x and z denote
horizontal and vertical direction, respectively; the superscripts p
and s denote P-wave and S-wave components, respectively.

Fig. 2 shows a test of elastic wave mode decomposition. The Vp
and Vs models are shown in Fig. 2a and b, respectively. The velocity
contrast between the high-velocity layer and the background is
2000 m/s for Vp and 1330 m/s for Vs. The thickness of the high-
velocity layer is 380 m. We use a P-wave source for forward
modeling. The source wavelet is a Ricker wavelet with a dominant
frequency of 12 Hz. The snapshot of z-component displacement at
600 ms is shown in Fig. 2c. The decomposed z-component P and S
snapshots are shown in Fig. 2d and e, respectively. We can see that
the P- and S-waves are separated well. From Fig. 2e, we know that
there are strong converted S-waves, which is also the typical
characteristics of the strong-scattering cases.

After obtaining the P- and S-wave field, we can calculate the
corresponding envelope field. As P- and S-wave can be studied
independently in the homogeneous isotropic media, we firstly
demonstrate the envelope field calculation for the P- and S- wave in
this simple medium in the following.

Based on the theory of elastic dynamics, the wave equation can
2050
be expressed in the vector form as

ðlþ2mÞVðV ,uÞ�mV�V�uþ rF¼ r
v2u
vt2

; (16)

where u denotes the displacement vector, F is the force term. Ac-
cording to the Helmholtz theorem, the displacement u can be
written as

u ¼ up þ us ¼ V4þ V� j; (17)

where 4 and j are the scalar potential and vector potential of u,
respectively; up and us denote the irrotational field and the non-
divergence field, respectively. Similarly, the force term can also be
decomposed as

F ¼ VF4 þ V� Fj; (18)

where F4 and Fj denote the scalar potential and vector potential of
F, respectively. Substituting Eqs. (17) and (18) into Eq. (16), we
obtain"
v2pV

2up þ VF4 � v2up

vt2

#
þ
"
v2sV

2us þ V� Fj � v2us

vt2

#
¼ 0;

(19)

where vp denotes P-wave velocity and vs denotes S-wave velocity.
Taking divergence and rotation to Eq.(19), respectively, we

obtain

V2up � 1
v2p

v2up

vt2
¼ �VF4

v2p
; (20)

V2us � 1
v2s

v2us

vt2
¼ �V� Fj

v2s
: (21)

From Eqs. (20) and (21), we know that the P- and S-wave
equation has a similar form. Analogous to the calculation of the P-
wave envelope field in the acoustic case, the S-wave equation can
also approximately simulate the propagation of the energy.
Therefore, the S-wave envelope field can be approximately calcu-
lated by taking the envelope of the S-wave field.

We conduct a test to calculate the elastic envelope field in the
strong-scattering cases. The parameters are the same as the test in
Fig. 2. We calculate the envelope field of P- and S-waves and extract
the snapshots at 0.6 s, which are shown in Fig. 3a and b, respec-
tively. Compared with Fig. 2d and e, we know that the P- and S-
wave envelope fields contain more abundant low-frequency in-
formation and reflect themacroscopic fluctuation of thewavefields,
which have great potential for the inversion of large-scale struc-
tures of the subsurface media.
3.3. Gradient calculation

As discussed above, there will be strong parameter coupling
effects in the multi-parameters reconstruction of the strong-
scattering media. Therefore, we calculate the gradient of EDEI
with the help of the wavemode decomposition method to enhance
the parameter decoupling. The main idea is to separate the P- and
S-wave envelope field, and then use the envelope field of different
mode to update the vp and vs according to their contributions to the
parameter perturbation.

From the radiation pattern analysis (Wang and Cheng, 2017), we
know that the P-wave velocity perturbation only generates P-wave



Fig. 2. Test of elastic wave mode decomposition. (a) and (b) are the true Vp and Vs model, respectively; (c) is the z-component snapshot at 0.6 s; (d) and (e) are the decomposed z-
component P and S wavefield, respectively.
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scattering. In other words, the contributions to the P-wave velocity
update only come from the P-waves. Therefore, the P-wave velocity
can be updated using

vJ3
vvp

¼ �2rvp
X
sr

ðT
0

Epsyn
h
GT
eðDEÞ

i
p
dt; (22)

where Epsyn denotes the forward-propagating P-wave envelope
field, DE denotes envelope data residual, ½,�p denotes decomposed

P-wave component, GT
e denotes the transpose operator of the

Green's function (envelope back-propagating operator). Here we
use wavefield back-propagating operator to approximately simu-
late the propagation of energy (amplitude information), because for
2051
smooth background media without sharp interfaces, the wave
equation can propagate relatively accurate amplitude information
about the envelope field (Zhang et al., 2018).

After obtaining the vp gradient, there are two approaches to
calculate the vs update. One approach is to calculate the vs or vs
gradient according to the petrophysical relation between vp and vs.
The other approach is to calculate the vs gradient independently
with the help of the wave mode decomposition method. From the
radiation pattern analysis (Wang and Cheng, 2017), the perturba-
tion of S-wave velocity can generate both P-wave scattering and S-
wave scattering. However, we can see that the scattered S-waves
are only due to the S-wave velocity perturbation. And if we use a P-
wave source, the recorded S-waves are all converted S-waves and
only has relation with S-wave velocity perturbation. Based on the
gradient formula of EFWI and the wavefield radiation pattern



Fig. 3. Example of elastic envelope field calculation. (a) and (b) are the P-wave envelope field and S-wave envelope field, respectively.
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analysis, the S-wave velocity can be updated approximately using

vJ3
vvs

z� 2rvs
X
sr

ðT
0

�
Es;xsyn

h
GT
eðDEÞ

i
s;x

þ Es;zsyn
h
GT
eðDEÞ

i
s;z

�,
m2dt;

(23)

where Es;xsyn and Es;zsyn denote x and z components of the forward-
propagating S-wave envelope field, respectively; ½,�s;x and ½,�s;z
denote x and z components of the decomposed S-wave compo-
nents, respectively. Eq. (23) ignores the complex conversion effects
of P and S waves and only considers the contribution of SS mode,
which is just an approximate equation. In general, the vector fields
contain direction (angle) information, so it will change the imaging
amplitude. However, in the current studies, the vector dot product
method has little effect on Vs update. The current envelope calcu-
lation ignores the polarity information and only considers the
instantaneously amplitude information. The very low-wavenumber
update provided by vector fields product reflects relatively good
salt dome information.

In the following, we test the gradients of EDEI using the above-
proposed methods. The true Vp and Vs models are shown in Fig. 4a
and b, respectively. There is a high-velocity layer in the true model.
The vertical range of the layer in Vp is 220e600 m and in Vs is
420e800 m. This may not have a clear or real geological signifi-
cance but is very feasible for testing the decoupling effects of the
proposed method. The initial Vp and Vs models are homogeneous
models, which are shown in Fig. 4c and d, respectively. The source
wavelet is a low-cut Ricker wavelet with a dominant frequency of 9
Hz. The information below 4 Hz is cut off. There are 52 sources
uniformly set on the surface with a source interval of 80 m. The
recording time is 2.5 s and the sampling interval is 2ms. The Vp and
Vs gradients are shown in Fig. 4e and f. Since the update direction is
the negative direction of the gradient, the blue color means
enhancing the velocity of the initial model. We can see that both Vp
and Vs gradients provide relatively good update directions in the
position of high-velocity layer. The update of Vs inside the target
layer is not uniform, which means the update of Vs is more difficult
than that of Vp. However, the update direction in Vs gradient can
still show the characteristics of the strong-scattering layer.

3.4. Inversion strategies

The primary inversion strategy used in this paper is the multi-
scale inversion strategy. The EDEI is used to reconstruct the large-
scale structures of the strong-scattering media, and then the
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EFWI is used to invert more fine structures of the media. The results
of EDEI is set as the initial models of the EFWI. In EFWI, we also use
the multiscale inversion strategy. The observed data is decomposed
into different frequency bands, and we invert from the low-
frequency band to the high-frequency band successively. The re-
sults obtained in the current scale is set as the initial models of the
next scale. The EFWI used in this paper is the conventional one and
wavemode decomposition strategy is not used. Like EFWI, the EDEI
also can be a multiscale inversion. Especially for very large-scale
salt inversion, the multiscale EDEI is very important to invert the
salt body information from the background velocity model. How-
ever, the salt scale used in this paper is moderate. Therefore, we
only conduct EDEI in one scale. For the choose of frequency band,
we can filter the envelope and conduct gradient test. Then we can
judge whether this frequency band is suitable according to the salt
perturbation shown in the gradient result. The optimization
approach we used for EDEI is the steepest descent method, and for
EFWI is the conjugate gradient method.
4. Numerical examples

4.1. EDEI with a preliminary Vp to Vs ratio

In this test, we mainly construct Vp and Vs by EDEI based on
petrophysical relation. In some cases, we may know an initial es-
timate of Vp to Vs ratio or the Poisson's ratio of the study areas. If
the Vp to Vs ratio is accurate, the inversion process will converge
easily. However, in most cases the Vp to Vs ratio is only an initial
estimate. Therefore, in our test, we first invert Vp using EDEI
method, and calculate Vs according to the preliminary Vp to Vs
ratio, then conduct EFWI using the inverted Vp and estimated Vs as
initial models.

We test the proposed method in a layered salt model. The P-
wave velocity of the salt layer is 4000 m/s with a thickness of about
400 m. The background P-wave velocity is 2000 m/s. The true and
initial velocity models are shown in Fig. 5 and Fig. 6, respectively.
The depth shallower than 200 m is assumed to be water layer and
the velocity is known. There is no prior information on the salt layer
in the initial models. The sourcewavelet is a low-cut Ricker wavelet
with a dominant frequency of 9 Hz. The information below 4 Hz is
cut off. Considering the source wavelet bandwidth and the velocity
contrast, this is a typical large-scale and strong-scattering inversion
case. Firstly, we conduct conventional EFWI, and the result after
300 iterations is shown in Fig. 7. We can see that the conventional
EFWI method can only obtain the top boundary information of the
salt layer. The inverted Vs salt layer is thicker than the inverted Vp



Fig. 4. Gradient test of EDEI method. (a) and (b) are the true Vp and Vs models, respectively; (c) and (d) are the initial Vp and Vs models, respectively; (e) and (f) are the gradients of
Vp and Vs, respectively.

Fig. 5. The true velocity models. (a) and (b) are the true Vp and Vs models, respectively.
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Fig. 6. The initial velocity models. (a) and (b) are the initial Vp and Vs models, respectively.

Fig. 7. The inversion results of conventional EFWI. (a) and (b) are the inverted Vp and Vs models, respectively.
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salt layer because the velocity contrast of Vs model is weaker than
that of the Vp model. Then we use the proposed EDEI method to
recover the Vp and Vs of the salt model. The true Vp to Vs ratio is
1.5. Here we assume that we have got a preliminary Vp to Vs ratio,
which is 2. The inverted Vp model after 50 iterations is shown in
Fig. 8a. We calculated Vs (Fig. 8b) using Fig. 8a according to the
preliminary Vp to Vs ratio. Using Fig. 8a and b as initial model, the
conventional EFWI results after 250 iterations are shown in Fig. 8c
and d. We can see that although the final inversion results are
better than the conventional EFWI method (Fig. 7), the strong-
scattering salt layer is still not inverted well because of the inac-
curate Vp to Vs ratio. The single trace comparison of the inversion
results is shown in Fig. 9. We can see that the EDEI provides the
long-wavelength information of the salt layer. The value of Vs
calculated using wrong Vp to Vs ratio (green line in Fig. 9b) has
obvious errors. The final Vs result (blue line in Fig. 9b) can reflect
the characteristics of about half of the salt layer thickness, but the
final Vp result (blue line in Fig. 9a) can only provide the accurate top
boundary information of the salt layer.
4.2. EDEI with an independent update of Vs

In some cases, if we obtain relatively accurate Vp to Vs ratio or
the Poisson's ratio of the study areas, the reconstruction of the
multi-parameter strong scatters will be relatively easy because
accurate petrophysical constraint helps to reduce the nonlinearity
of the inversion process. However, if the Vp to Vs ratio is just a
rough estimation, the convergence of the EDEI process may be
incomplete just like the test in section 4.1. The independent Vs
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update method based on wave mode decomposition can make up
for the disadvantages of the inaccurate petrophysical constraint,
but the decoupling of multi-parameters for different Vp and Vs
structures still remains a problem for the current EDEI algorithm.
Therefore, in real applications, we suggest to use reliable petro-
physical information as constraint for the EDEI process if available,
and then update Vs independently in EDEI to obtain the final
inversion result.

In this test, based on the inversion result shown in Fig. 8a and b,
we update Vs independently during the EDEI process using Eq. (23).
Firstly, the Vp is kept as Fig. 8a (now shown in Fig. 10a), we only
update Vs using Fig. 8b as the initial model. The inverted Vs by EDEI
after 15 iterations is shown in Fig. 10b. We can see that the Vs value
of the salt layer is increased and closer to the true Vs model
compared with Fig. 8b. Using Fig. 10a and b as the initial model, the
conventional EFWI results after 250 iterations are shown in Fig. 10c
and d. We can see that the internal velocity of the salt layer is more
uniform than Fig. 8c and d. The bottom boundary of both Vp and Vs
salt layer is reconstructed clear. The single trace comparison of the
inversion results is shown in Fig. 11. Comparing Figs. 11a and 9a, we
know that the final inversion result can provide better Vp infor-
mation of the salt layer, not only for the internal velocity but also for
the bottom boundary. Comparing Figs. 11b and 9b, we know that
the Vs value is enhanced and closer to the true value after inde-
pendent update by EDEI. The final Vs result can better reflect the
characteristics of the salt layer. After comparison, we know that
updating Vs independently after the inversion using preliminary
Vp to Vs ratio in EDEI can lead to better final inversion results.



Fig. 8. The inversion results of EDEI with an initial estimate of the Vp to Vs ratio. (a) is the inverted Vp model by EDEI; (b) is the Vs model calculated using (a) according to the initial
estimate of Vp to Vs ratio; (c) and (d) are the inverted Vp and Vs models by EDEI þ EFWI.
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4.3. Noise-free data test on the SEG/EAGE salt model

Nowwe test the proposed method on the SEG/EAGE salt model.
For the estimation of Vs, we have proposed two strategies in this
paper. In some complex cases or real cases, the prior petrophysical
information may help a lot and should be used. In some cases, we
may know nothing about the Vp to Vs ratio of unknown models. In
these cases, we can choose the second strategy and update Vs
directly using wave mode decomposition, which is shown in the
following test. The true velocity models are shown in Fig. 12. There
is a salt dome in themiddle of themodel. The P-wave velocity of the
salt dome is 4482 m/s and the background P-wave velocity is about
2000 m/s. The S-wave velocity of the salt dome is about 3000 m/s
and the background S-wave velocity is about 1300 m/s. The initial
velocity models are shown in Fig. 13. There is no prior information
on the salt body in the initial model. The sourcewavelet is a low-cut
Ricker wavelet with a dominant frequency of 9 Hz. The information
below 3 Hz is cut off. The sources and receivers are uniformly
located on surface with source interval 160 m and receiver interval
20 m. Firstly, we conduct the conventional EFWI and the results
after 430 iterations are shown in Fig. 14. We know that conven-
tional EFWI can only invert some top boundary information of the
salt body without enough low-frequency information. The inverted
top boundaries of the salt body in Vs model is better than that in Vp
model. Using the same initial models, the conventional elastic en-
velope inversion (EEI) results after 130 iterations are shown in
Fig. 15. We can see that the EEI can provide more low-wavenumber
information than the EFWI method, but still cannot recover any
useful information about the large-scale salt body. Thenwe conduct
inversion using the proposed EDEI method and the results after 35
iterations are shown in Fig. 16a and b. We can see that both the
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large-scale Vp and Vs structures are recovered well. Using Fig. 16a
and b as the initial models, themultiscale EFWI results are shown in
Fig. 16c and d. The frequency-bands used in the multiscale EFWI is
3e7 Hz and then 3e20 Hz, and the iteration numbers are 150 and
270, respectively. Compared with the conventional inversion re-
sults (Fig. 14), we know that the proposed method can enhance the
inversion quality of the multi-parameter strong-scattering struc-
tures. In addition to the salt body reconstruction, the shallow weak
scattering structures and some subsalt structures are recovered
well. The objective function curves of the inversion process are
shown in Fig. 17. All the curves show fast and stable convergence.
From the declining ratio of the objective function value, we know
that the EEI result is better than the EFWI result and the
EDEI þ EFWI result provide the best result.

4.4. Noisy data test on the SEG/EAGE salt model

Now we conduct anti-noise test of the proposed method. We
still use the true velocity models and the initial velocity models
shown in Figs. 12 and 13. The acquisition parameters and source
wavelet are the same as the above test. The noisy records of z- and
x-components are shown in Fig. 18a and b, respectively. We can see
that some weak reflection events are covered by random noise.
Using the noisy data as observed data, we conduct EDEI and the
results after 35 iterations are shown in Fig. 19a and b. We can see
that the strong-scattering salt information is still clearly recovered.
Compared with Fig. 16a and b, we know that the Vp result is almost
unaffected by noise, but the reflection of the salt dome in the Vs
result is slightly weaker. Using Fig. 19a and b as initial models, the
multiscale EFWI results are shown in Fig. 19c and d. The frequency
bands of the multiscale EFWI are 3e7 Hz and 3e20 Hz, and the



Fig. 9. Single trace comparison of Fig. 8. (a) is the single trace comparison of Vp; (b) is the single trace comparison of Vs.
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Fig. 10. The inversion results of EDEI with independent Vs update. (a) is the same as Fig. 8a; (b) is the Vs model inverted independently by EDEI; (c) and (d) are the inverted Vp and
Vs models by EDEI þ EFWI.
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iteration numbers are 150 and 270, respectively. The boundaries of
the salt body are well recovered and the shallow weak scattering
structures are recovered well. Although affected by noise, there are
still some subsalt structures inverted due to a good salt body
reconstruction. Overall, the proposed method can achieve good
results at this moderate noise level.
5. Discussion

5.1. Elastic envelope field calculation and the polarity information

The envelope field calculation in elastic media is similar to that
in acoustic media (Zhang et al., 2018). We first calculate the elastic
wavefield using the Ricker wavelet as source. Then we conduct
wave mode decomposition according to this paper to obtain the P
and S wavefield. Taking envelope of these 3D wavefields, we can
obtain the forward-propagated P and S envelope wavefield. In the
proposed EDEI method, thewavemode decomposition algorithm is
based on Helmholtz's equation. This traditional wave mode
decomposition algorithm ignores the conversion between P- and S-
waves at the current separation time (Tang and McMechan, 2018).
This will cause separation errors at strong-contrast interfaces (see
Figs. 2 and 3). From our researches, the separation artifact will
affect the interface information of the EDEI result. However, the
current EDEI method can still provide good large-scale update of
strong-contrast salt bodies.

For backward-propagated envelope wavefield, the adjoint
source is the envelope data residual. In this paper, the forward-
propagated envelope wavefield has no polarity because the enve-
lope is calculated with the help of Hilbert transform. However, the
backward-propagated envelope wavefield has polarity information
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because the adjoint source has polarity information. For the strong
low velocity perturbation cases, the proposed method still works.
In the salt models, the top boundary of salt bodies are strong high
velocity perturbations and the bottom boundary of salt bodies are
strong low velocity perturbations. The DEI and EDEI methods can
handle both these two strong scattering cases. In addition, some
researchers have proposed some other envelope calculation ap-
proaches to retain polarity information in the envelope wavefield,
which achieve good results (Chen, 2018b). The inversion results will
be better if these polarized envelope calculation approaches are
introduced into the EDEI method.

5.2. Calculation efficiency

The calculation cost of EDEI is mainly spent on the forward
modeling. The P and S envelope fields are calculated after sepa-
rating the P and S wavefields. Actually, we do not need to store the
whole wavefield in the mode decomposition process, because the
partial derivatives in Eqs. (14) and (15) are solved by the finite
difference of elastic wave equation. Therefore, by modifying the
forward modeling algorithm, the P and S wavefields can be directly
calculated. However, for the P and S envelope fields calculation, we
should store the whole P and S wavefields. The calculation effi-
ciency of the proposed EDEI method in each iteration is similar with
the EFWI based on wave mode decomposition but lower than the
conventional EFWI method.

5.3. Potential improvements for multi-parameter inversion

From Eq. (23) we know that the current Vs gradient derivation
has a SS wave approximation. The PS wave mode is always strong



Fig. 11. Single trace comparison of Fig. 10. (a) is the single trace comparison of Vp; (b) is the single trace comparison of Vs.
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Fig. 12. The true velocity models. (a) and (b) are the true Vp and Vs models, respectively.

Fig. 13. The initial velocity models. (a) and (b) are the initial Vp and Vs models, respectively.

Fig. 14. The inversion results of conventional EFWI. (a) and (b) are the inverted Vp and Vs models, respectively.

Fig. 15. The inversion results of conventional EI. (a) and (b) are the inverted Vp and Vs models, respectively.
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Fig. 16. The inversion results of EDEI. (a) and (b) are the inverted Vp and Vs models by EDEI, respectively; (c) and (d) are the multiscale EFWI results using (a) and (b) as initial
models.

Fig. 17. Objective function curves of the inversion process. (a) shows the objective function curves of the EDEI þ EFWI process. (b) shows the objective function curves of the EEI and
EFWI process.
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and should be used for multi-parameter inversion. However, before
using PS waves to update the velocity change in EDEI, we should
study further to the linearity of PeS conversion to Vs dependence,
which is currently in preliminary research. After finishing the
related research, the PeS converted wave can be better used to
update the Vs model. The current SS approximate gradient equa-
tion can solve the strong-scattering Vs update to some extent,
which can be seen in the numerical tests. However, it also causes
some problems, such as the difficulty in the inversion of different
Vp and Vs structures, especially in strong velocity contrast cases,
which can be seen in Fig. 4. I think it is a good research direction in
the future to make full use of the PS converted waves in EDEI
method.
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In the current research, we only invert Vp and Vs by the pro-
posed EDEI method. The inversion of density parameter is different
from that of l and m, because the seismic data perturbation is not
very sensitive to large scale density perturbation. Therefore, the
inversion of large-scale density structures is more difficult than the
inversion of large-scale velocity structures for FWI and DEI
methods. For acoustic DEI, there are some preliminary researches
for density inversion (Luo et al., 2020). The inversion of density is
actually based on angle domain wavefield decomposition and
petrophysical relation. In elastic case, Eq. (11) is appropriate for
density, but to obtain better density inversion results, more inver-
sion strategies, such as wavefield direction decomposition, need to
be studied.



Fig. 18. Noisy data used for inversion. (a) and (b) are the z- and x-components, respectively.

Fig. 19. The inversion results of EDEI using noisy data. (a) and (b) are the inverted Vp and Vs models by EDEI, respectively; (c) and (d) are the multiscale EFWI results using (a) and
(b) as initial models.
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In addition, in the process of EDEI, we do not separate the P and
S wave recordings, because it is always very difficult in real cases.
Therefore, in the proposed EDEI method, the propagation operator
is separated but the seismic records or adjoint source are not
separated to P and S waves. If we use separated P and S waves, the
decoupling process may be easier and the final result may further
improve.
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5.4. Issues on real data application

For real data application of the proposed EDEI method, there are
at least three problems need to be solved to improve the robustness
of the inversion process. One problem is the inaccurate source
wavelet. Like DEI method (Zhang et al., 2018), the EDEI method is
also sensitive to source wavelet errors. Source wavelet is the initial
condition of the forward modelling algorithm. Any amplitude and
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phase error will influence the synthetic seismic waveform and may
have obvious effects on the final inversion results. To mitigate the
effects of source wavelet errors, the source-independent algorithm
is a good choice (Zhang et al., 2018). One problem is complex real
noises contained in seismic records. Real noise is different from
synthetic noise, like Gaussian noise. They may have strong energy,
unbalanced distribution and time or spatial coherence. Therefore,
denoising is a very important process before conducting inversion.
Another problem is amplitude errors or imbalance. There are many
factors may influence the amplitude of seismic records, including
attenuation, density variation, elastic effects, data processing pa-
rameters, and so on. Therefore, to accurately match the amplitude
information is very difficult. The global or local cross-correlation
algorithm may help to reduce the influences of amplitude errors
in the inversion process.

6. Conclusions

We propose an EDEI method based on wave mode decomposi-
tion which can reconstruct the multi-parameter strong-scattering
structures without the need of low-frequency data and any prior
information. The proposed EDEI method can reconstruct reliable
large-scale Vp and Vs models of the strong-scattering salt struc-
tures. The successive EFWI can obtain relatively high-precision
inversion results of the salt model. We derive the Vp and Vs
gradient using the wave mode decomposition method, which can
effectively reduce the coupling effects between multi-parameters.
P-waves make main contributions to the large-scale Vp update in
the proposed EDEI method. We give two approaches to calculate Vs
update. One is according to the petrophysical relation between Vp
and Vs (Vp to Vs ratio), and the other is using the wave mode
decomposition algorithm. S-waves make main contributions to the
Vs update in the proposed EDEI method. The independent Vs up-
date in EDEI can lead to better final inversion results. The tests on a
layered salt model and the SEG/EAGE salt model both demonstrate
the effectiveness of the proposed method. Anti-noise tests show
that the proposed method can achieve relatively good results in
moderate noise level.
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